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From the Webmaster:
Darkness descends but quickly gives way to light as a
New Year approaches, and the seasons once again
begin their renewal and regeneration. I’m sure you’re
as anxious to see what spring will bring for iris blooms
in your garden as I am to see them in mine. New
seedlings will vie for our attention with classic varieties
which are finally established and making their maiden
bloom. In this issue of Flags we highlight history and
how our favorite garden flower helps illuminate it for us
as it wends thru the tapestry of time.

Thank You!
A big thank you to Janet Smith, HIPS Slide
Committee Chair, who has taken on the herculean task
of scanning and archiving the slides sets of Bee
Warburton. You can see the fruits of her labors in this
issue, and she comments on the project on page 14.

Looking Back…
HIPS member Lori Galletti has been exploring the history of Bertrand Farr and his irises from her new home in
Wyomissing, PA. She found this beautiful impressionistic painting from the 1920’s of the Iris Club with irises
blooming in front of it hanging in a local business. It reportedly belonged to Bertrand Farr, and the irises pictured are
said to be his own varieties. It once hung in the Iris Club itself – which still stands but is now a private home.

The Digital Messenger
Iris News from around the Internet
• The World of Irises, the AIS Blog, welcomes
Bryce Williamson to the list of contributors.
Follow all the posts and enjoy the photos at:
http://theamericanirissociety.blogspot.com/
• Don’t miss his remembrances of Bernice Roe
and
her
quest
for
green
irises
at:
http://tinyurl.com/berniceroe
• Funds are tight all over & it is no different in the
iris world. Presby Memorial Gardens has added
a ‘Donate’ button to their website as a way to
help raise funds for this amazing garden. If you
would like to contribute you’ll find it at:
http://www.presbyirisgardens.org/
• Presby posted a great vintage recording on
YouTube of Barbara Walther speaking of how
the garden helped one young visitor. Listen at:
http://tinyurl.com/waltherb & be sure to check out
their other great videos as well.
• As winter’s cold approaches here in the northern
hemisphere we’ll be wanting some colorful
blooms to get us thru to spring. Check out
Presby’s Flickr page for loads of stunning
photos of our favorite flower. Find it at:
http://www.flickr.com/groups/presbyirisgardens/p
ool/

• You’ll find more spring beauty to fill your winter
days with the winners of the 2011 AIS photo
Contest that are now online. Check out all the
beautiful
shots
at:
http://tinyurl.com/AISPhotoContest
• While you’re there why not pick up a 2012 iris
calandar? You get 12 months of beautiful iris
blooms and you help support the AIS. Find it at
their storefront: http://tinyurl.com/AISstorefront

Got a link to share? Drop me a line at:
mailto:garden.of.mu@gmail.com

Exploring Iris History Online
A resource guide for the historic iris lover, by Mike Unser
I love history – it is one of the main reasons I am drawn to historic irises, as the stories behind them add so much
more to my enjoyment of the flowers. I think many other folks into older irises would feel the same. If you are new to
the online world, or even if your just new to historic irises, I’d like to share with you some of the resources I have
found that have helped me in locating information about and the stories behind our favorite flower.

Search
When seeking out iris information online, there are a few resources that might make your
search easier. The HIPS website has a search box at the bottom of the Library page that
will look thru all the information posted on our website. Even better, you’ll find a fantastic iris
specific search feature at Laurie Frazer’s website Irises of Shadowood at
http://lfrazer.com/iris/ that covers the entire web. Most major search engines offer an
advanced search feature of some kind that can also help narrow down the list of pages to
look thru.

Books
People have been writing about flowers since books were invented, and the iris has always
been a favorite subject. The HIPS website’s Library has a list of all the English language
books about irises that I could find at: http://www.hips-roots.com/articles/bibliography-ofiris.html. Some, of course, are more valuable than others for those wanting to explore iris
history, and not just read a how-to-grow-irises book. Walter Stagers’ Tall Bearded Iris
(Fleur-de-Lis) A Flower of Song, Marion Shull’s Rainbow Fragments, Winifred Ross’ Iris:
Goddess of the Garden, Harry Randall’s Irises, and A Half Century of Iris by McKee and
Harrison are a few that spring immediately to my mind for their extensive information about
iris history, iris varieties, and the stories of the people involved. Clarence Mahan’s Classic
Irises, a modern tome, is the finest of all for the stories of the men and women who created
the foundations which our modern varieties are built upon. I can’t imagine anyone being
disappointed with any of these, and the World Wide Web makes finding these wonderful old
references easier than ever.

Amazon.com is probably the largest online source for vendors of used books, but I also check with Alibris.com,
Abes Books and sometimes eBay.com. Calendula Books, out of Anacortes, WA, is a smaller company but they
specialize in rare and out of print horticultural books, and often have titles others don’t. Powell’s Books in Portland,
OR, is similar. A quick search online will bring up their websites. Another great source for books is Google Books.
Using their search feature you can look for references to specific varieties or persons in countless numbers of
books, journals and magazines. Many issues of the old Flower Grower magazine, where the AIS first published its
Society information after forming in 1920, are past copyright and available to read in full. Many other publications,
while still under copyright, can be read in snippets of text. I often use this snippet feature to locate which book a
reference might be in so I can go right to it on my bookshelf. Some books that are no longer under copyright are
available for download as eBooks. I’ve found eBooks by Baker, Foster, Dykes, Lynch, and Stager there.
The most extensive resource for the written history of irises would have to be the AIS Bulletins. The digital
revolution is bringing this priceless resource to the masses as well. John R. "Jack" Finney, PhD, has accomplished
the amazing feat of digitizing the entirety of the indexes of the Bulletins. You
can download a PDF file of the list at: http://www.hipsroots.com/articles/AISB-1-355-index.pdf. I have heard thru the grapevine that
AIS is working on digitizing the contents of the past Bulletins as well. What a
fantastic day it will be when that project is complete. In the meantime, if you
find an article you’d like to read and don’t have a whole collection of your
own you can write to the AIS Librarian, Dave Silverberg, at
AISLibrary@irises.org for more information on obtaining copies. Along these
same lines would be the Historical Chronicles which are extensive collections
of writings of and about various hybridizers or topics from Iris history. You
will find them offered for sale on the HIPS website.

Catalogs
One of the most valuable of resources for the historic iris collector are the
catalogs from the gardens of the past. Again we find more value in some
than others, tho most all have something to offer. The amazing full color
catalogs by Cooley’s and Schreiner’s Gardens from the 1940’s onward are
probably tops, but also those by Carl Salbach and National Iris Gardens
featured many photos and extensive information. Others known for their high
quality publications are Tell Muhlstein’s Iris Garden, Mrs. Pattison’s Quality

Gardens, the Williamson’s Longfield Iris Farm, and Earl Sheet’s Treholme Gardens. All having extensive lists of
varieties and excellent descriptions of them. The best source for these I have seen is unfortunately not online – it
was at the AIS Convention during their annual fundraising ‘silent auction’ where hundreds were on offer. If you can’t
make it there the next best place would have to be the online auction site eBay.com. Iris catalogs from the early
1900’s up to today regularly appear from the dusty corners of the world and are offered to the highest bidder.
Before the recession hit prices had skyrocketed, but they have dropped quite a bit the past few years and are
usually affordable now, even with the good competition for the best. Also look for vintage garden magazines as they
often have iris related articles.

Imagery
While you’re on eBay.com, be sure to browse the other offerings for irises you’ll find
there. The iris has been a powerful symbol in art and imagery for thousands of years.
There’s beautiful artwork, vintage photos and postcards, household textiles such as
tablecloths or dishware, and so much more to be found. There’s something to do with
irises in just about every category listed. The search engine Google offers an image
search feature that can be very handy in locating just the right iris print, picture or photo.
Try using it to look for iris related botanical prints and you’ll be amazed at what is out
there. This is also a great tool for finding everything from iris clip art for your local club’s
newletter to iris paintings by the masters. Please be sure to check for copyright on any
images and if unsure ask for permission.

Forums
There are many places online where you can find people discussing irises, and the
archives of these forums can be a treasure trove. Possibly the best are Iris-Talk and IrisPhotos on http://www.hort.net/lists/ which has been going for more than a decade now.
The archives contain extensive records of the conversations of some of the luminaries of
the iris world as well as photos of thousands of varieties. I’ve wiled away many a rainy
winters day typing in various keywords and perusing the stories and information they
bring forth. AIS has now added an Iris Encyclopedia that will become a very valuable
resource as it grows. The focus up to now had been on adding all varietals from the
Checklists, but lately has been expanding with the types of iris related information and
history that will truly make it an Encyclopedia. You’ll find it at http://wiki.irises.org/

Sources
What good is all this wonderful history if we can’t grow some of the irises we are learning about? Thankfully there is
also a great resource online for finding those old varieties you are seeking for your garden. The HIPS Databank
chairman, Carlos Ayento, keeps a handy log of all the commercial sources of historic irises and what they are
growing. Conveniently arranged on an Excel spreadsheet, it is easy to read and navigate and can also be sorted by
year of introduction or by hybridizer. It is one of the most valuable tools we have for identifying irises at risk of being
lost. You can download a current copy from his Brighton Park Irises website at
http://www.brightonparkiris.com/masterhistoriclist.xls

Iris Websites
Finally, one of the best ways to discover iris history is to stumble thru the numerous websites scattered about the
internet devoted to irises. The best resource for this is the AIS website’s Links page at http://www.irises.org/ which
has extensive lists of iris related websites and online resources.
You never know what you will find tucked away in the far corners of the World Wide Web. I hope this brief overview
of some of the places I look for iris related items, images and information will help you in your own explorations of
iris history and increase your enjoyment in growing an preserving our iris heritage.

Varietal Spotlight:

‘MAY ALLISON’
(Mrs. Mary Allison, R. 1930) TB 30" E,
Diploid sport of ‘Celeste’ featuring doubled
standards. Light lavender blue flowers bloom
profusely on mid-size stems. A unique and
charming variety, ‘May Allison’ is that rarest of
occurences in the iris world – a true vegetative
sport, and a very unusual one at that. The
style arms are replaced with extra standards
giving a ruffled effect to the flower and not
detracting at all.

The Pioneer Spirit, How Irises connected one family through time
By Darcy Sylvester
William and Nellie McConnell were married in Boston, Massachusetts in the year 1900. During that time Nellie
became acquainted with two cousins, Edith Sturtevant and Grace Sturtevant who were about 10 years older than
Nellie. The cousins were both born in 1865, and perhaps because they were the same age and had lived together
as sisters for many years, they were very close.
In 1904 Nellie gave birth to a daughter, Dorothy, and the Sturtevant cousins, having
no children of their own, doted on her. Seeking new opportunities for his family,
William traveled to Montana and established himself as the postmaster at Fort Shaw
near Great Falls, later sending for his wife and daughter to join him. Soon afterward
they opened a small bookstore beside the post office. In 1913 their second daughter
was born, and they named her Edith Sturtevant McConnell, in honor of their two dear
friends in Massachusetts. Although the cousins Sturtevant lived in Massachusetts,
and the McConnells lived in Montana Nellie kept in touch with them through letters
and photographs, and their bond remained strong.
[At left: Dorothy and Edith Sturtevant McConnell]
As infants and children Dorothy and Edith received very prized gifts from their two
“aunts” on their birthdays; each year a silver fork, knife or spoon engraved with her
initials, was mailed to each child. Often these packages thoughtfully included a
discarded woman’s dress or coat which Nellie painstakingly remade to fit her two
daughters.
A few years later, in 1930, Aunt Grace Sturtevant toured through California with her good friend Violet Edlmann.
Upon arrival in Pasadena she wrote to her namesake, Edith, suggesting a meeting with her and her older sister,
Dorothy, whom she hadn’t seen since Dorothy was an infant in Massachusetts. At Grace's request they met in
Pasadena, at the Southern California Iris Gardens of C.S. Milliken. After their visits to Yosemite and the Muir
Redwoods Aunt Grace wrote to Edith, telling her of the impressions she and Miss Edlmann had made, and
comparing the beauty of the two parks. Over the years their correspondence continued, although less frequent as

each became increasingly involved with their own lives. Dorothy and Edith sent Christmas packages containing nuts
or jelly from California to Massachusetts, which were gratefully acknowledged by Grace.
As an adult Edith enjoyed growing iris in her own gardens, and passed that appreciation on to her own two
daughters, telling them of the lady whom she called Aunt Grace and who first introduced her to this delicate flower.
As one of those daughters, and decades later, I have sought to find the irises hybridized by my mother's namesake,
Grace Sturtevant. At last this wish has been realized, and I am so grateful for this preservation society for allowing
me to benefit from their passion of keeping the iris for all of us to enjoy. Soon my garden will be colored with flowers
named by America’s First Lady of Iris.

Right:
Grace Sturtevant
in her garden.
Below:
Photos of Glen
Road Iris Gardens
and treasured
mementos of Aunt
Grace.

Treasured memories related to Aunt Grace.

Exploring Iris History
... thru Slides!
By Janet Smith, CA
What an adventure I have been having since January
2010 when I began the task of creating digital photos from
old slides. Not just any old slides mind you, but, slides of
irises. These are not just your ordinary iris slide photos
either. There are over 2000 slides from the Bee Warburton
collection which were sent to me, and I am three quarters
of the way to completion in digitizing them.
Although most of the photos were taken in the 1980’s and
1990’s of contemporary varieties, tucked in here and there
are irisess of the 1940’s onward, as sharp and colorful as
the day they were taken. These close-up photos allow you
to see the beautiful details of SDB’s, IBs, BB’s, TB’s and a
few Arils. All kinds of shapes, sizes and the wonderful
array of colors, which make you want them in your garden
even today. Sadly some of these are lost to time and
chance, but thankfully we have their photos to remember
when hybridizers were struggling to increase the variety of
colors, heights and sizes of the flower.
Well, since a little birdie told someone about this project,
who told someone else again, when I finish this task I will
have Paul Black’s 30 year slide collection, Rosalie Figge’s
collection and John Wright’s collection as well. Ah, the
adventure, the excitement, and the pleasure of this unique
stroll through the history of irises.

Wanderings Among Old Catalogs
Jesse E. Wills
Reprinted from AISB #196, Jan. 1970, 50th Anniversary Issue. Even before the formation of the Historic Iris
Preservation Society many collectors recognized the value of old iris catalogs as references and objects of beauty
and history in their own right.
Out of the fifty years of the American Iris Society, I have been a member for thirty-five. There are many reminders
and mementos of those years. In the closet of my library there are big green or grey notebooks, one for each year,
or sometimes every two years, in which my crosses are recorded with their results. A few of these pages deal with
successes, but they are scattered and mixed in with many exercises in futility.
I do not wish to treat of these, however; I am thinking of a big pile of old iris catalogs on another shelf which, for one
reason or another, I have saved through the years.
The oldest ones are very interesting and bring back memories. When I started buying
irises, the Society was small and times were difficult as we were still struggling up out of
the depression. Nevertheless, there were a great many commercial iris gardens on Long
Island, in New England, in the Midwest, in the Mountain States, in the Northwest and
California, a few in the South, gardens with big catalogs and others with small ones. My
assortment is by no means complete as I did not deliberately collect catalogs. I wrote for a
number in the 1930s, but soon got the habit of ordering from the same ones. Some were
lists put out by breeders of their own introductions. This was as common in the early days
as it is now. The Sass lists, for instance, were simple and very brief in their descriptions.
Other larger gardens that became more and more commercial might list their own
introductions along with irises from other people. A few dealers refrained from breeding
irises themselves. The Society needed the big commercial gardens with lavish illustrated
catalogs to publicize the iris, and to distribute new irises. I have always felt we owed a big debt to our dealers.
Let us go back to the beginning. Robert Waymen of Long Island had one of the most prominent early gardens, but
for some reason I never ordered from him. I am looking at the Schreiner's catalog for 1935 from which I ordered my
first irises. The garden was then in Minnesota. The catalog was rather narrow and vertical, bound in orange, and

had no illustrations. I liked it, however, because there was a list of the "100 best" irises grouped by color. All the
irises were grouped by color classes for listing the price, season of bloom, height, and originator. Those that were
recommended as best were set off in caps. After each color grouping, there were comments on the irises listed.
These were honest, tenderness was noted, or a tendency toward flecking or slow growth. There were inexpensive
as well as expensive ones among the "100 best".
This method of presenting irises was continued for some years but was gradually phased out. The 1939 Schreiner
Catalog, for instance, has the "100 best" and also color groupings, but in addition, it has an alphabetical list. The
catalog was much larger and contained numerous excellent black and white photographs. I liked the "100 best" list
and the color groupings and was sorry when they were finally discontinued. Symposium lists have not served
exactly the same function because they may be overbalanced with certain popular colors—whites, blues, or yellows.
The Schreiner list let me know what they considered best of such weaker classes as blue blends or variegatas.
Another small catalog I have treasured and enjoy looking at from time to time was that of "Over the Garden Wall",
from Mrs. Kellogg. She was frank also but her approach was lighthearted. I still have her 1937 catalog. In this she
might describe an iris in figures of speech, or even in verse, for instance –
"SPRINGMAID (Loom. '32) A maiden fair, all clothed in pink
With just a touch of honey.
She's very charming, don't you think
And doesn't take but a little money!"
She also did not mind saying that she did not care for a particular iris, or that it did not grow well for her, though it
might be very popular elsewhere. She made such comments about one early Dykes Medal winner. This, of course,
was not very businesslike and no modern catalog would do this. The catalogs of Fairmount Gardens from Mrs.
Thomas Nesmith were more conventional. Through the years they followed the same pattern; a black and white
photograph of an iris, or a garden on the cover, then a preface telling about her new introductions, and then an
alphabetical listing. The Longfield Iris Garden at Bluffton, Ind., kept the same catalog for many years, quiet, dignified
and factual, with the same sort of geometric design on the cover. Mary Williamson's catalogs were outstanding
because of her introductions, not only Williamson irises, WABASH, for instance, but also those of Paul Cook and
Greig Lapham.

There were larger catalogs at the same time. I have the 1937 catalog of Carl
Salbach from which I ordered a great deal, always with pleasing results. His
irises grown in Central California were usually hardy, which was not always true
of those from Southern California. His catalog had color, not particularly good,
on the front and back, also black and white pictures inside. His lists of irises
were outstanding. He was fortunate to have the gardens of Professor Mitchell
and Dr. Essig close by. The 1937 catalog contained three introductions from
Salbach, two from Mitchell, and three from Essig. One of the last was a fine
yellow for its time with flare and substance, SONG OF GOLD, which was a
parent of my STARSHINE. Salbach's MONADNOCK was a parent of
TOURNAMENT, one of the first of my rose-reds. I liked very much and grew for
years his MISS CALIFORNIA, and LIGHTHOUSE introduced the year before.
He later introduced the most unusual Mohr iris, LADY MOHR, which was unique
in color and fine in performance.
The Quality Gardens of Mrs. Douglas Pattison in Freeport, Ill., were an
institution. There has been no garden serving exactly the same function since.
She was a strong-minded person who was an excellent judge of irises. She
challenged the American Iris Society when it injudiciously substituted
alphabetical ratings A B C, etc., for a year or so, in place of numerical ones.
People who did not mind an 86 rating objected strongly to a "B" one, and Mrs.
Pattison was one of the most vocal of these. Her garden grew the best and
newest iris, and was a mecca every spring for iris judges from all over the
country. It was a successful trial garden when the official ones had failed. Her
catalog was also an institution. I still have those of 1935 and 1936. There were
three pages of foreword in which she set forth her views and gave discerning
comments on new irises. There were color plates, some small but also a few full
page pictures. Those of JEAN CAYEUX and PRESIDENT PILKINGTON were
amazingly true, and are good by standards today. There is a color plate of W. R.
DYKES, the first big yellow which mercilessly reveals its floppiness of form, and
the purple streaks which disfigured its falls. Some of the black and white pictures
are startling now because of the narrow hafts and heavy reticulations which they
reveal. MARY GEDDES, for instance, has venations that come more than half

the way down the falls, but these furnished part of its unique color. Other black and white pictures set forth
beautifully the classic grace of iris form and branching.
I still have Cooley's catalog for 1936. The remarkable thing is that it is very much like the present one. It is not quite
as thick and does not list as many irises, but gives more space to their descriptions. There are some black and white
photographs, but also a great deal of color, some full page. Many more are sizes characteristic of modern catalogs
showing one blossom. Some of these pictures are surprisingly good, particularly a magnificent full-page picture of
FAR WEST.
This was the pattern the larger gardens were increasingly to follow. For some reason I have not saved any catalogs
from the 1940s, though I have some from the 1950s which are very much like those of today. I have not mentioned
other catalogs which started in the 1930s and continued for a long while,
notably the Millikin Garden in Southern California, and the Maple Valley Iris
Garden of Agnes Whiting in Iowa. Old names disappeared and new ones
appeared. Tell Mulhestein was a comet that flashed into our ken in the 1940s.
His catalog featured long lists of introductions (others had lists nearly as long)
and a very lengthy preface which was a sort of textbook for hybridizers. I
wondered sometimes how he could be so sure that such and such a new iris
would be a fine parent for such and such colors. I found, however, that his
catalog was a reference for iris parentages that was much more convenient to
use than the Check List.
Tom Craig, who was an artist as well as an iris breeder, produced a catalog
that was unique in that it was illustrated with his own drawings.
It is very interesting how the new colors featured in catalog introductions have
gradually changed through the decades. Of course, these have not been
exclusive. Reds and blues, for instance, have continued all along. In the
1930s, however, the catalogs featured new big yellows and whites. In the late
1940s, and in the 1950s, the Mohr irises waxed and waned, and there was a
great promotion of flamingo pinks. In recent years the pinks have been less
prominent and the new irises tend to be bitones or bicolors, children and grandchildren of WHOLE CLOTH and
MELODRAMA, Paul Cook's breakthrough to dominance in the amoena pattern.

In the late 1940s the Schreiners moved from St. Paul to Oregon, and somewhat later Chet Tompkins took his Fleur
de Lis Gardens from Sioux City to the same State. There has been a growing concentration of commercial gardens
in the Pacific Northwest, where they get faster increase of big fat rhizomes far superior to those grown in the East.
Mary Williamson used to furnish double divisions from her Indiana Garden in an effort to offset this.
The black and white photographs disappeared and color became universal in the big catalogs. Apparently there
had to be a color picture of every iris if it was going to sell. Much of the color is excellent; some of this is reproduced
on or in the Bulletins; some of it, however, is still not too good. It used to worry me that the flamingos were so much
pinker in the catalogs than in the flesh tones that they exhibited in gardens. The pink cuts have improved but they
still tend to be either too pink, or else flat and lifeless. Many of the blue pictures are still much too blue. This is a
weakness in color film that is not always overcome by filters. Reds are still difficult, but creams, yellows, browns,
blends, and plicatas are often both lovely and entirely true to the flower.
I feel apologetic toward the many gardens and growers whose catalogs I have not mentioned. Many of these are
gone, however. This is what concerns me, the increasingly rapid attrition in iris gardens. Death and old age has
played their inevitable role. It is not easy for a new person to take over an established garden and keep up its
momentum. One reason for this is the rapid obsolescence of irises. Another is that the newcomer may be only
interested in a quick buck. One needs to love irises and live with them for some years to grow them successfully and
perhaps to sell them.
The major and really worrisome cause lies in the steadily increasing costs involved, coming from inflation, the
constant increases in minimum wage laws, and the changing work habits of people. The lands where irises have
been grown often become very valuable as subdivisions, or for commercial purposes, and it is not easy to move.
Catalogs, and particularly color plates, cost more and more. Jan de Graaf, who has had practical experience in bulb
farming in Oregon, made a sobering talk about all this. This was at a daffodil meeting, but the same situation is
applicable to irises. For reasons such as these, many small commercial gardens in California, where growing
conditions were ideal, have disappeared. The larger growers have survived through mechanization, with machines
to plant and dig irises, and with chemicals to control weeds. Small growers cannot afford such mechanization.
My thanks go out to the present-day commercial growers, and to all growers of the past, for what they have done to
improve and promote the iris. I am left with a nagging thought, however. Where will the iris grower of 1990 obtain his
rhizomes?

Looking for more on
Historic Irises??
Among Darcy Sylvester’s mementos of Grace
Sturtevant are letters arranging to meet her dear friend
during a visit she and Miss Edlmann made to So.
California. Read all about their visit in Grace’s account,
published in the AIS Bulletin #36, July 1930.
Request a copy from the AIS Librarian (Tracy Plotner
at: aislibrary@irises.org) or in the Historical Chronicle
#12 - Grace Sturtevant, available on the HIPS
website.
Don’t miss a great article on the classic siberian iris
‘Caesar’s Brother’ at the AIS blog World of Irises
http://tinyurl.com/caesars-brother
The Iris Encyclopedia is a great resource and getting
better by the day. They report: The Iris Encyclopedia
now has over 40,000 cultivar pages … so we are
somewhere between 50% and 60% of complete. If you
are a historic iris lover they could sure use your help in
expanding the Historic section of the wiki. Please
contact Bob Pries at robertpries@embarqmail.com if
you are interested in helping with this important
project.
Follow HIPS on Facebook - New photos of historic
irises are posted almost daily. Why not share yours!

http://www.facebook.com/historiciris

Flags is a publication of the Historic Iris Preservation
Society. All content remains copyright of the authors
and is used by permission. Permission to reprint
articles is granted so long as credit for source is given.
Please send your questions, comments, suggestions,
corrections or any thing else you’d care to share with
us to: garden.of.mu@gmail.com

Please feel free to share this file!
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Favorite Brown Irises, by Cameron Hall
Photo Essay: The varieties of Mary Williamson
HIPS Slide Set #1
… and much more!

